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Stay A Kid As Long As You Can — You Have A Right To
Your Childhood!!
Ten Suggestibility Prevention Hints
1.

Do not be so impressionable. Do not be so suggestible.

3.

Do not be a “monkey see, monkey do copycat”—you are not
A monkey (that is what they want you to be—think and do
not imitate goofs).

2.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Do not be so gullible about simple biological functions.

Celebrities are fakes. It takes them hours to look that way,
and they get paid to carry on like that (they are fakes!).
Believe nothing on television, in movies, on the internet
or in newspapers without two confirmations from
someone you trust. (Remember that “Journalism” is an
“ism”—a religion and a royalty in the worst sense for its
practitioners, who believe they have “divine rights” but
are arrogant know-it-alls without meaningful ethics and
are really unworthy of the First Amendment. Almost all
the press and media should be called “PRETENDISM”—
not `journalism”—which is a word without meaning any
longer.).
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Do not believe or do anything except what is true, one, good
and beautiful no matter what is done or believed by others
(especially whatever from WLJs-White Liberal Journalistswho are tyrants in spite of themselves).
The spirit life means that you are what you think...so think
matter, identity, truth, oneness, good and beauty, and all
will be well.

In the long run, you will get whatever you have thought and
done... So think and do what is true, one, good and beautiful
(you are what you are doing—think about it. You will get
what you have done—think even more about that!).

Boycott all antispiritual dehumanizing degrading antinature glitzy nonsense from the uncivilizing unreliable selfrighteous sanctimonious press and media untouchables
(they constitute an unconstitutional unrecognized state
religion which ought to be done away with as it now exists).

10. Stay a kid as long as you can. You have a right to your
childhood without adult craziness and without adult
sexuality (including adult nudity). The privacy of your
childhood is violated by adults exposing themselves to you.
In addition, adulthood is a lot of work. You are not missing
a thing. (Anyone who tells you different is trying to exploit
you.)
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